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Thank you Salvatore for joining us. Salvatore Bruno is the CIO of IndexIQ and the key person who developed  

the firm’s investment methodologies for their alternative hedge fund ETFs. His background includes head of 

quantitative research for Deutsche Asset Management,  as well as part of  an equity portfolio management team 

at DWS. He joined IndexIQ in 2007 to leverage his background in quantitate alternatives. Today, IndexIQ is a 

leader in the ETF alternatives space with about $1.3 billion in assets under management across 11 ETFs, and the 

mutual fund, and the separate accounts. 

 

DAN WEISKOPF:  Thank you Sal for joining us today As this is an interview about how structure matters, 

can you speak a little bit about how the index methodology works for your Multi Strat ETF (QAI) ?  

 

SALVATORE BRUNO:  Sure. QAI, is our flagship ETF, closing in on $700 million in assets. Your timing is 

good since we are now celebrating our all important 5th year for this strategy.  

 

In QAI, we try to replicate the hedge fund returns as a fund of funds of sorts across six different hedge fund 

strategies using our own quantitative approach. Those strategies are: emerging markets, global macro, equity 

long/short, equity market neutral, fixed income arbitrage, and event-driven multistrat. On a top down basis, 

investors should know that each individual strategy has been  run separately with 7 years of live performance 

and process. To  best explain how our QAI process works I need to break it down into 3 stages. 

 

First, we look at each of the six individual strategies as a standalone return series. We basically use a returns-

based style analysis in our program that we've created that identifies what we expect are the key drivers of 
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returns for each of those strategies for the coming year. We use ETFs as the proxy factor exposures, which 

makes the job relatively seamless.  

 

We start by looking across the broad ETF landscape which is made up of about 1,500 . We narrow it down to 70 

choices which meet our unique exposure requirements. Our definition of unique can also mean directional asset 

class exposures or strategies embedded within an ETF. Our focus is on selecting the ETFs that will do the best 

job of replicating the particular hedge fund return series.. 

 

In the second step, we estimate the exposures to the ETFs that we have mapped to each of the six hedge fund 

strategies. This is done each month to respond to changes in the factor allocations of hedge funds. We then send 

those to our third-party calculation agent, and they'll calculate and publish the beta index for us. 

 

 

In the third stage, , after we have reviewed  and analyzed the six individual beta indices, we look to allocate 

across  individual strategies. On a monthly basis we reallocate the weightings based on an optimization 

algorithm that we've created that tries to maximize the return-to-risk ratio and also places a high emphasis on 

high correlation to a broad hedge fund index. To be clear, each month we are reallocating across individual 

strategies so that we get good replication of our expectations as well as across the overall macro strategy.  Also 

unique in the ETF world is that we actually allow the strategy to  go short in one of our individual hedge fund 

strategies or series if that is the direction our model is indicating.   

 

DAN WEISKOPF:  Is it fair to say that when I am looking at your cash position in QAI at 12% that this 

position is reflective of your overall cash position across all 6 strategies?    

 

SALVATORE BRUNO:  Much of that cash is actually held as collateral or margin against short positions of 

futures contracts or swaps that we may have in the portfolio. Additionally, Some of the cash could be coming 

from short- -term bond holdings as the portfolio management team may choose to hold actual cash as opposed 

to holding a short-term bond ETF. With yields at the current level, you get a very similar return profile.  

 

DAN WEISKOPF:  Do you have a limitation on how much exposure you'll allocate to futures? 
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SALVATORE BRUNO:  We generally don't go beyond 15%.  

 

DAN WEISKOPF:  Where would I see your Emerging markets exposure? 

 

SALVATORE BRUNO: We have been short the emerging markets fund beta index strategy. So out of the six 

indices, one of them has actually been short for the last several months. And so, that allows us to capitalize a 

little bit on the fact that if the emerging markets hedge fund return series has actually been underperforming 

relative to the other hedge fund strategies, not only will we go to a zero weighting, but we'll actually go short 

that strategy. 

 

If you look on our newsletter that we publish on a monthly basis, we actually show a chart over the past six 

months where the strategy allocation is for each of those beta indices within QAI index. 

 

 

DAN WEISKOPF:  So if you're talking about  a short position, you're going to use futures? 

  

SALVATORE BRUNO:  Typically, we'll use futures and/or swaps to try and get that exposure.  

 

DAN WEISKOPF:  I'm looking at QAI  holdings and it's made up of a lot of iShares products and 

Vanguard products. You don’t have a bias, but I wonder, given your position, what you think about 

smart beta? Would you ever add a smart beta ETF in your strategies? 

 

SALVATORE BRUNO:  Generally not to this particular strategy. And it's not because we don't believe in 

smart beta. That's sort of a separate discussion. I think for this particular strategy, what we're trying to 

accomplish is to track the factor exposures of individual hedge funds. 

 

Our strategy is more about the asset allocation beta exposure which we want to control internally  within the 

long/short for example, than it would be trying to play smart beta within long/short.  

 

DAN WEISKOPF: How do you feel about the Smart Beta label? 
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To the extent that they are non-S&P 500 beta, I like to think of them as an alternative beta source. I'd say the 

name I have always used is alternative beta, because it's providing a different type of a beta. It's a systematic 

exposure to something that's not the S&P 500. 

 

DAN WEISKOPF:  You self-index all your strategies, correct? 

 

SALVATORE BRUNO:  That is correct. So we're one of the first– we were the second firm that got the 

approval from the SEC to create an index and then launch an ETF off of our own index. There have been 

several others since then, but it's not a very common practice in the industry.  

 

DAN WEISKOPF:  How does that work where you're both the index provider and the portfolio manager 

to track that index? 

 

SALVATORE BRUNO:  We have a separation of responsibilities and duties here in the firm. I work primarily 

on the index side. And so, when we're doing index development, we can talk to the portfolio managers to get 

ideas in terms of the index creation. Once our indices have been rebalanced, and we make a public 

announcement– so we put the intended rebalanced holdings on our website and send them to our third-party 

calculation agent. At that point, the data's considered public information. We at that point send it to our internal 

portfolio management team. So they do not see what the rebalanced holdings will look like before they're made 

public.  

 

 

DAN WEISKOPF:  Your ETFs have no K1s and are tax efficient? 

 

SALVATORE BRUNO:  Correct. In fact, in 2013, none of our ETFs paid any capital gains. 

 

DAN WEISKOPF:  So when somebody's looking at QAI or one of your funds, how should they be 

comparing them to hedge funds on an after tax basis?  

 

SALVATORE BRUNO:  Generally those are very difficult to find. Most of the time it's on a gross tax basis 

and not on a net  basis. I've seen different academic studies that try to estimate the impact of taxes on hedge 
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funds, and none of them are perfect .I've seen estimates anywhere from 200-400 basis points per annum of a tax 

drag on active hedge funds. Hedge funds also have K1s. 

 

DAN WEISKOPF: Okay. Your merger strategy did well last year. How's the strategy implemented? 

Does the investor lose out after a deal is announced? 

 

SALVATORE BRUNO:  No. We've done a lot of research and will be releasing our second white paper soon 

on this issue. We found a nice academic paper by  Mark Mitchell and Todd Pulvino that was written in the early 

2000s, that kind of documented that the remaining premium on merger arbitrage deals could still be captured 

after the fact, and that it was a profitable strategy, even after accounting for transaction costs. 

 

To prove the concept we then ran a bunch of backtests which today help us define risk. We have been very 

pleased by the live results from MNA since its inception November 2009.  

 

Merger arbitrage (MNA) is different than QAI which is an asset allocation or Beta hedge fund play. Merger 

arbitrage is really a mechanical implementation of a hedge fund strategy. So what we mean by that is we have a 

rules-based process to actually create a strategy that behaves just like a hedge fund would. We actually go into 

individual deals after they're announced and buy them into the index, and ultimately into the portfolio. 

 

What we found is that there's still remaining premium if you wait until after the deal has been announced.  If 

you wait until the beginning of the month after the announcement, still much of the premium remains. With a 

very high completion rate that we've seen historically, that sort of gives you the opportunity to capture some of 

that premium in the form of performance in the fund. 

 

DAN WEISKOPF:  How would you compare the ETF wrapper to a mutual fund that does something 

similar? 

 

SALVATORE BRUNO:  Well, I think, particularly in merger arbitrage, the tax piece of it's very important, 

because by nature it's a high turnover strategy. They're not long-term holdings. Most merger arbitrage funds, 

and ours is no exception, run to 300-400% turnover per year. Then as the strategy   is working, you are making 
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gains. The average holding horizon in a merger arbitrage deal is maybe 100 to 120 days before they're either 

complete or canceled, on average. 

 

The ETF wrapper helps us shelter the short term  capital gains that by the nature of our strategy occur 

frequently. So I think the tax piece is a very important one. Also, what is important is that  ETFs generally tend 

to be about half the fee you pay on a mutual fund. So we think the fee piece is a very important piece.  

 

The transparency of an ETF is sort of unparalleled, especially relative to mutual funds. Mutual funds will public 

their holdings on a monthly basis, that's the most frequently they publish. Our holdings are actually published 

on a daily basis on our website. So you can see exactly what's in the portfolio and what's coming out of the 

portfolio on a daily basis. 

 

If you look at ETFs relative to ETNs, of course the other thing you want to consider is, an ETF actually has 

physical positions that are held in a third-party custodian, gives you some sense of comfort those positions are 

actually backed– your holdings, your money is actually backed by a position. As opposed to an ETN, which is 

basically an unsecured obligation generally issued by a bank, or a bank underwriting the ETF for an issuer. 

 

And so, you're taking on certainly some of the credit risk of the issuer, or whoever's balance sheet you're relying 

upon for that ETN. So it's just another consideration when looking at an ETF versus an ETN. 

 

DAN WEISKOPF:  Are the fees disclosed the same way with an ETN versus an ETF? 

 

SALVATORE BRUNO:  They are going to be a little bit different. There's a management fee and there's also 

another fee that's sort of an index fee that is generally not disclosed, but it's kind of baked into the returns. The 

fees are generally more comparable ETF to ETN if you consider the all-in cost. The ETN may look a little 

cheaper on the face of it because often times that index fee is not broken down and disclosed separately. 

 

DAN WEISKOPF:  What kind of advantages perhaps disadvantages might you see in your merger arb 

strategy? 
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SALVATORE BRUNO:  I think one of the advantages in our merger arb, we build our strategies with an eye 

towards liquidity. One of the key things that we do to ensure maximum liquidity in our ETF, especially merger 

arb, is instead of market cap weighting the positions that we have, we actually liquidity weight the positions in 

the portfolio. 

 

We recognize that when deals are announced, we tend to see a pop in the volume. And so, if you look at the 

average shares traded, it tends to be skewed by the one day, around the time of the announcement. We actually 

take the median trading volume, or trading value over the last seven days, again short-term measure, and take it 

immediate and it reduces some of the impact of that one-day pop in the volume and gives us a better estimate of 

liquidity. And therefore, we try to put more assets into those deals that have more liquidity. 

 

DAN WEISKOPF:  Two more questions related to MNA. You do seem to have a lot of cash right now 

again in this strategy. Are you waiting for other deals? How does that work? 

 

SALVATORE BRUNO:  Yeah, so again, the cash in this one is a little bit different than QAI. The two sources 

of cash are completed deals throughout the month and cash as margin or collateral against the futures contracts. 

Hedging on deals is  a function of two things. It's a function of how much stock is in a deal relative to the cash 

in that deal. And it's also a function of how large that deal is in the index. We  short contracts on the e-mini 

S&P and the EFA e-mini futures 

 

 

DAN WEISKOPF:  Your MNA ETF now is allocated roughly 28% in small caps, 25% large caps, and 

22% mid caps. Is that a function of what deal flows are out there?  

 

SALVATORE BRUNO:  We don't look in any particular deal size. We are concerned more with the liquidity 

of the deal as it goes in than we are with the size of the company that's going in. It can be because there is  more 

volume trading in small caps these days or because there is a bias of more names in the small cap space being 

acquired?  

 

DAN WEISKOPF:  Thank you. As a former hedge fund manager I enjoyed learning more about this 

unique space.  
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Disclosure on ETF.Com website: 

Dan Weiskopf is a portfolio manager of Access ETF Solutions LLC, whose third-party ETF strategies are offered 

through IPI Wealth Management, Inc. (IPI). IPI is an SEC-registered investment advisor, with its principal office 

located at 226 W. Eldorado St., Decatur, IL 62522, 217-425-6340. Access ETF Solutions LLC was established in 2013 

with a focus that structure matters in selecting ETFs. Access ETF Solutions LLC is not affiliated with IPI. 

References to specific securities or market indexes are not intended as specific investment advice. References to specific 

securities or market indexes are not intended as specific investment advice. However, at the time of the release of this 

interview one of the model portfolios separately held positions in the IQ Hedge Multi-Strategy Tracker (QAI). All 

interviews have been approved for release by the individual and the individual’s affiliated firms, and the information is 

for institutional investors only. Readers are advised to read the full transcript of the interview including disclosures 

at accessetfsolutions.com or contact Dan Weiskopf at 212-628-4882. 
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